
Non-hormonal therapies in 

advanced breast cancer: 

new and emerging 

approaches



Outline

 Review goals of treatment

 Demystify chemotherapy decision making

 Look at the evidence for improvements over time

 Discuss specific treatments (focusing on the last 5-10 years)

 Look to the horizon



Why,When,What,How



Why,When,What,How

 Experience varies widely in terms of survival time, extent and symptoms of 
disease

 Principles of treatment are the same 

 Increase the duration of symptom-free survivorship and limit treatment 
related toxicity

 Relief of symptoms

 Maintenance of quality of l ife

 Prolongation of survival

 Development of treatment options

 Balance of side effects and benefit is paramount



Why,When,What,How

 The decision to start chemotherapy is often complex and involves a 
careful assessment of:  

 The patient’s history and what symptoms are occurring

 Biological characteristics of the tumour such as subtype

 How long since the primary breast cancer was treated

 The site and extent of the relapse

 How unwell/incapacitated the individual is in a global sense

 There isn’t a fixed time to start and in most cases the likelihood of 
response is not related to the timing of chemotherapy.



Why,When,What,How

 What drug?

 Activity level seen in clinical trials

 Amount of active cancer/need for rapid 

response

 Prior treatments

 Route of administration (IV vs pills)

 Side effect profile

 Other health problems

 Anthracyclines (epirubicin or doxorubicin

 Taxanes (Docetaxel or Paclitaxel)

 Capecitabine

 Vinorelbine

 Gemcitabine



Why,When,What,How

 Is two better than one?

 The crux of the issue is toxicity

 No benefit in overall survival using a 

combination chemo regimen

 Combination therapy is associated with 

more frequent and severe side effects

 Using single agents is preferred 



Why,When,What,How

 Sequence

 Order of chemotherapy doesn’t appear to 
influence survival

 Duration / Is longer better?

 4-6 months is typical

 Exceptions: capecitabine, Targeted therapy

 Some suggestion that small improvements 
gained by longer duration , But,

 Most of the benefit tends to be seen early

 Cumulative treatment related toxicity may 

emerge later



Why,When,What,How

 Monitoring

 Clinical assessment (history and 
examination)

 Scans

 Blood tests

 Definition of treatment failure

 Increasing size or new metastases

 Deterioration in symptoms

 Worsening chemotherapy toxicity



Why,When,What,How

 Why

 When

 What

 How

 Sequence

 Duration

 Monitoring



Have we made progress(what the trials say)

 The trials tell us: YES!

 Mammoth analysis of trials between 
1973 – 2007 

 Relative risk reduction improved from 
25-30% to 30-50%

 Most regimens showed similar benefit 

when used as 1st or 2nd line of 
treatment



Have we made progress(in the real world)

 In the real world….

 Proportion of women alive at 1 year

 1991-1995 55%

 1997-1998 64%

 1999-2001 71%



Hey!  That was a decade or more ago

 Yes- progress continues but we still have a 

long way to go



Specific Agents



Chemotherapy



Erubulin

 When compared with other chemo as 3rd

line of therapy

 10 weeks improvement in survival (10.6 

months to 13.1 months)

 Main side effect: neutropaenia



Targeted therapy
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Lapatinib



Pertuzumab and Trastuzumab



Her-2 targeting agents

 CLEOPATRA

 Docetaxel + Herceptin + either 
Pertuzumab or Placebo

 As first line treatment for HER2 + ABC

 Initial report published in 2012

 Updated in 2015

 Funded in NZ 2017

 Median overall survival improved by 
just over 1 year ( from around 3 ½ 
years to  nearly 4 ¾ years)



T-DM1 selectively delivers a highly toxic payload 

to HER2+ tumor cells

Receptor-T-DM1 complex is internalized into 

HER2-positive cancer cell
Potent antimicrotubule agent is 

released once inside the HER2-

positive

tumor cell

T-DM1 binds to the HER2 protein on cancer 

cells

Trastuzumab-like activity by binding to HER2

Targeted intracellular delivery of a potent antimicrotubule agent, DM1



Her-2 targeting agents

 EMILIA

 TDM-1 or Lapatinib/Capecitabine

 After previous treatment with 
herceptin and a taxane drug 

 Published 2012

 Median over all survival by nearly 6 
months (from 25 months to nearly 31 
months

 Not funded in NZ (is available in 
private)



Her-2 targeting agents

 Th3resa

 TDM-1 or treatment of doctors 
choice

 After failure of 2 previous lines of 
HER2 directed therapy

 Published in 2014, updated in 

2015



Her-2 targeting agents

 MARIANNE

 Can we combine?

 Pertuzumab + TDM-1

 Not a useful combination



Access

Drug Mechanism of 
action

Year of approval Setting

USA Australia NZ

Lapatinib Targeted 2007 2008 (2012
only if unable to 

use Herceptin)

2nd l ine
+capecitabine

Pertuzumab Targeted 2012 2014 2017 1st l ine +herceptin
and taxane

TDM-1 Targeted 2013 2014 Not Funded 2nd l ine, After 
herceptin + 

taxane

Erubulin Chemo 2010 2014 Not Funded 3rd l ine of chemo



What about Triple Negative Breast 
Cancer?



PARP inhibitors



PARP inhibitors

 Have been tested alone and in 

combination with chemotherapy

 Early studies were sufficiently 
promising to generate larger 

confirmatory trials

 Outcomes of the trials in ABC are still 
accumulating

 Current use is restricted to clinical 
trials

BREAKING NEWS 17TH Feb: OlymiAD trial has shown improvement in PFS – details awaited



Immunotherapy

 As cancer cells die they release small 

fragmented proteins called antigens.

 The immune system can recognise 
these as foreign and initiate an 

immune response 

 Evading the immune system is a 
hallmark of cancer

 The goal of immune therapies is to 
kick  the immune system into action.



Immunotherapy

 Why focus on immunotherapy in TNBC

 Higher density of infiltrating immune cells 

 Greater expression of PDL-1- a regulator of immune cells

 Harbour more mutation which means that the released antigens may be more 

‘foreign’ to the immune system

 Lack of treatment options for TNBC



PDL-1 inhibition

 Unleashing the immune system

 PDL-1 inhibitor 

 PD1 is an immune check point receptor

 When PDL1 attaches to receptor T- cell 

activation is inhibited and so mutes the 

immune response

 Inhibiting PDL-1 allows T cell activation and 

thus releases the immune system



Keynote-12 Keynote 28



Horizon scanning



Precision medicine 

 What is precision medicine?

 The more we know , the more 
complex we realise it is…

 Most mutations in any given 
breast cancer are unique and 
don’t represent a target that can 
be drugged

 Most work is in early breast cancer 
since tumour tissue is readily 
available

The use of clinical, pathological , 

molecular and genomic information to 

direct the most appropriate treatment for 

an individual at the most appropriate time







Circulating tumour cells / cell free DNA



Circulating tumour cells / cell free DNA

 Circulating tumour cells

 Higher numbers associated with more advanced disease

 But, not helpful for guiding treatment decisions 

 Circulating cell free DNA/ circulating tumour DNA

 New kid on the block, more work to be done….

 A liquid biopsy?

 At this time, circulating tumour cell and circulating tumour DNA tests should not 
be used to guide treatment because they have not been shown to offer benefit 



Clinical Trials





Summing up

 Advanced breast cancer is a varied disease that cannot be approached or 

treated in a one-size fits all fashion

 There have been improvements in outcomes over time

 Innovation has not been comparable across all ABC subtypes,

with greater success occurring in HER2+ ABC and a large unmet need in TNBC

 Access to new treatments is a particular challenge in NZ

 Progress made in the scientific understanding of ABC has

highlighted the previously unrecognized complexity of

the disease



The road ahead



Thank you


